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ABSTRACT 
Road traffic exhaust emission predictions are used to inform transport policy and investment 
decisions aimed at reducing emissions and achieving sustainable mobility. Emission predictions are 
also used as inputs when modelling air quality and human exposure to traffic-related air pollutants. 
To be effective, such policies and/or integration must be based on robust models that not only 
provide point-based predictions, but also inform these with an interval of confidence that properly 
accounts for the propagation of uncertainties through the complex chain of models involved. This 
paper develops a data-driven methodological framework which enables calculating the uncertainty in 
average speed-based emission predictions induced by uncertainty in its traffic data inputs which are 
most often predictions (or outputs) of traffic flow models. An ensemble-based optimisation approach 
is used to estimate both calibration and validation errors arising from uncertainty in the structure 
and parameterisation of the Cell Transmission Model (CTM); a discretised first-order macroscopic 
traffic flow model that is often integrated with average speed-based emission models. A Monte Carlo 
sampling approach is proposed to propagate the uncertainty in traffic flow inputs to emission 
predictions. To ensure transferability of findings, this methodology has been tested using multiple 
real data sets on three motorway road networks, one of which operates under Variable Speed Limits 
(VSL). 
Keywords: modelling chain, ensemble-based optimisation, traffic-related air pollutants, 
calibration and validation, error estimation, Monte Carlo. 
1. Introduction 
Human exposure to harmful road traffic-related air pollutants can, in principle, be assessed using 
direct measurements of roadside air quality. However, in many current scenarios and particularly for 
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forecasting and policy development, modelling is required. The key inputs to physical ambient air 
quality models are source emission measurements, estimates, or predictions. While many sources of 
emissions contribute to air quality, this paper focusses only on those arising from road traffic. Road 
traffic exhaust emissions can either be measured directly or estimated using road traffic activity data. 
However, the limited spatial and temporal resolution of measurements of both exhaust emissions 
and traffic activity often leads to the use of traffic flow models to provide the dynamic traffic 
density/flow/speed along the link i.e. the inputs required by emission models. This results in a 
complex four-step modelling chain, traffic flow に exhaust emission に ambient air quality に human 
exposure,  founded upon traffic flow models and their integration with traffic emission models.  
It is worth noting that, particularly in the case of future forecasts, the traffic (in)flow level on a 
particular road link may come not from direct measurement, but from a traffic assignment model 
that distributes travel demand on a (complex) road network accounting for the route choice of 
individual drivers. This would give rise to additional uncertainties within an even more complex five-
step modelling chain, but is outside the scope of this paper. 
Various approaches have been developed to integrate traffic flow and emission models, 
depending on the level of detail desired in emission predictions; Wismans et al. (2011) and Shorshani 
et al. (2015) provide a comprehensive review. Perhaps the two most straightforward approaches are: 
whole-link traffic flow models (also referred to as static macroscopic traffic flow models) with 
average speed-based emission models (e.g. Namdeo et al. 2002; or Nejadkoorki et al. 2008); and 
microscopic traffic flow models with instantaneous or power-based emission models (e.g. Rakha and 
Ahn 2004; or Int Panis et al. 2006). However, macroscopic traffic flow models, which represent traffic 
as a continuum and consider only aggregate traffic behaviour, have recently been integrated with 
different types of emission models in an attempt to improve on the low-fidelity of whole-link traffic 
flow models while avoiding the high costs associated with microscopic traffic flow models in terms of 
their computation, data requirements, and calibration. 
Continuum-based macroscopic traffic flow models can take different forms and are typically 
distinguished based on the number of equations involved in describing the dynamics of traffic 
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variables (mainly traffic density, traffic flow, and traffic speed). For instance, the Lighthill-Whitham-
Richards (LWR)-type models (Lighthill and Whitham 1955a, 1955b; Richards 1956) are governed by a 
non-linear partial differential equation that describes the dynamics of traffic density and considers a 
steady-state relationship between average traffic density and traffic speed referred to as the 
fundamental diagram. LWR-type models are referred to as first-order macroscopic traffic flow 
models. Payne-type models (Payne 1971) and Helbing-type models (Helbing 1996), however, are 
governed by two and three partial differential equations, respectively, and allow for variations 
around traffic speeds implied by the fundamental diagram. Despite the limitation of LWR-type 
models に such as assuming that the average speed adapts instantaneously to traffic density without 
considering any delay (Hoogendoorn and Bovy 2001) に they are commonly used in a number of fields 
such as traffic control optimisation on motorways (e.g. Gomes et al. 2008; Hadiuzzaman and Qiu 
2013; and Li et al. 2015), traffic signal optimisation on urban roads (e.g. Feldman and Maher 2002), 
and evacuation planning (e.g. Kimms and Maassen 2011). Most recently, they have also been used 
for predicting exhaust emissions as a result of their simplicity and rigorousness in terms of 
parameterisation and the physical meaning of the parameters involved. 
Cell Transmission Model (CTM) (Daganzo 1994, 1995), in particular, has been used in a number of 
studies to predict space-time varying average speed-based emissions (e.g. Lin and Ge 2006; Zhu et al. 
2013; Samaranayake et al. 2014) or driving-mode based emissions (e.g. Zhang et al. 2013). Most of 
these studies have used predicted emissions based on CTM in order to predict air quality levels (Lin 
and Ge 2006; Samaranayake et al. 2014) or even exposure levels (Zhang et al. 2013). Zhang et al. 
(2013) formulated a bi-objective optimisation framework to determine signal timings which 
minimises traffic delay and the risk associated with human exposure to traffic emissions. Similarly, 
Liu et al. (2014) proposed a multi-class form of CTM and developed a model-based control 
framework which optimises motorway traffic control systems by minimising both total travel times 
and total instantaneous-based emissions predicted indirectly using their traffic flow model. That said, 
calibration (or optimisation) and validation studies of CTM are rather limited; see Muñoz et al. 
(2004), Dervisoglu  et al. 2009, Spiliopoulou et al. (2014), Gkiotsalitis and Chow (2014), and Zhong et 
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al. (2015). AﾉデWヴﾐ;デｷ┗Wﾉ┞が )ｴﾗ┌ Wデ ;ﾉく ふヲヰヱヵぶ ｴ;┗W ｷﾐデWｪヴ;デWS NW┘Wﾉﾉげゲ ﾏ;IヴﾗゲIﾗヮｷI デヴ;aaｷI aﾉﾗ┘ ﾏﾗSWﾉ 
(Newell 1993) with a simple linear car-following model proposed also by Newell (2002) to generate 
vehicle trajectories and consequently predict instantaneous-based emｷゲゲｷﾗﾐゲく Bﾗデｴ CTM ;ﾐS NW┘Wﾉﾉげゲ 
macroscopic traffic flow model are simplified variations of the LWR model, with traffic state variables 
discretised into short road segments (often referred to as cells) and time steps. 
While the use of LWR-type models to predict emissions is well established, uncertainty around 
the emission predictions is yet to be understood. Despite their focus on exposure assessment 
models, Cullen and Frey (1999) emphasised that uncertainty arises due to limited availability of 
empirical information and/or imperfections in developed complex physical modelling systems and 
thus it is essential to not only report point-based predictions based on such models but also 
probabilistic predictions based on an understanding of the sources of uncertainty and their 
propagation to the final modelling outputs. Such concerns directly motivate this paper. For the case 
of LWR-based emission predictions, complex sources of uncertainty arise from the input, 
parameterisation, and involved model structures; studying their propagation to the final emission 
predictions to allow reporting not only a point-based emission prediction but also the uncertainty 
around each point is thus essential. 
Few studies on the uncertainty in LWR-type models and emission models have been made, 
separately. While many have focussed on developing variations of existing LWR-type models which 
incorporate uncertainties in input and parameterisation (e.g. Sumalee et al. 2011; Ngoduy 2011), Li 
et al. (2012) took another approach and focussed on whether predictions from LWR can be trusted 
given uncertainties in the free-flow traffic speed parameter of the fundamental diagram. They 
assumed that this particular parameter cannot be perfectly specified, given the limitations of the 
LWR model. Alternatively, Kühlwein and Friedrich (2000) have investigated uncertainties in traffic 
situation emission predictions based on uncertainties in the model inputs such as emission factors, 
traffic volume, and vehicle proportions. Kini and Frey (1997) (also summarised in Cullen and Frey 
(1999) as a case study) studied key sources of uncertainty in the USEPA average speed-based 
emission model (MOBILE5) and developed a probabilistic version of selected components of the 
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model in order to not only report point-based predictions but also uncertainty in emission 
predictions. The present paper integrates the well-developed and commonly used CTM and average 
speed-based emission models in order to not only study uncertainties in key components of a single 
step of the overall modelling chain, but also to study uncertainty propagation from CTM to average 
speed-based emission predictions. Specifically, this study focusses on both capturing uncertainty in 
the model structure of CTM and parameterisation, and propagating it to average speed-based 
emission predictions.  
This paper develops a data-driven methodological framework to uncertainty propagation in the 
modelling chain: using an ensemble-based approach to optimisation (for parameter estimation) and 
error estimation of calibrated and validated models allows capturing uncertainty in CTM model 
structure and parameters. A Monte Carlo sampling approach allows for the quantification of this 
uncertainty in CTM model outputs, and thus its propagation to emission predictions. This paper uses 
three real motorway road networks and multiple real data sets to test the applicability of the 
developed methodology and transferability of results. One of the road networks is operated on 
Variable Speed Limits (VSL) which requires the use of a variation of CTM model formulation. While 
VSL-modified macroscopic traffic flow models have been developed, calibration and validation 
studies of them are still limited. The paper thus allows assessing its performance using real-data 
while also comparing the application of the developed methodology on both the basic CTM model 
formulation and VSL-modified CTM model formulation. 
2. Data-driven methodology 
2.1. CTM-based emission predictions 
The original CTM formulation (Daganzo 1994, 1995) modelled the dynamics of occupancy (i.e. 
number of vehicles) at each cell of a road network; a cell being a short segment of a road network 
link. This formulation required equal cell lengths. By using cell density instead of occupancy, Muñoz 
et al. (2004) formulated a CTM allowing uneven cell lengths. In general, given input data and model 
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parameters, the outputs of CTM are predicted traffic density (ヾ), traffic flow (q), and traffic speed (u), 
each a 2-D matrix capturing the space-time dynamics of these variables at every predefined 
discretised cell and time step. This can be summarised by Eq. 1 where Z comprises the three output 
matrices of traffic variables; f is the CTM function (or model structure); 荊寞 is the model input data; and 傑楓 is the real traffic data necessary for calibration of the CTM parameter vector 紅. In this paper, any 
measured variable 隙 is annotated by 隙楓. While traffic assignment models can be used to distribute 
and assign traffic demand to different network paths, hence providing link inflows that feed into CTM 
as model input data (e.g. as proposed in Lo and Szeto 2002), this study rather focusses on using real 
measurements as input data. 
傑 噺 岫貢┸ 圏┸ 憲岻 噺 血岷荊寞┸ 紅岫傑楓岻峅         (1) 
The road network is partitioned into short cells of length 健沈  岶件 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 軽岼 where i-1 = 0 
represents mainline origin and i+1 = N+1 represents mainline destination. CTM allows for the 




] at each cell i and time step 建 岶建 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 劇岼 where T is 
the total number of time steps, using two recursive equations: the conservation law and the 
fundamental diagram (FD). A triangular FD was initially proposed by Daganzo (1994), and was then 
relaxed to a trapezoidal FD in Daganzo (1995). The parameter vector of CTM trapezium is 紅 噺盤憲捗 ┸ 芸陳銚掴 ┸ 拳┸ 貢陳銚掴匪 comprising the free-flow traffic speed [km h-1], maximum traffic flow [veh h-1 
lane
-1
], backward-wave speed [km h
-1




], respectively, as 
shown in Fig. 1a. These FD parameters could be cell-specific, to reflect real differences between cells, 
ｴﾗ┘W┗Wヴ デｴｷゲ I;ﾐ ｪｷ┗W ヴｷゲW デﾗ けfakeげ results from the calibration of parameters based on limited data 
(Spiliopoulou et al. 2014). In this paper attention is restricted to scenarios where cells share the same 
(static) infrastructural characteristics, see section ‎3, and hence the FD parameters are assumed 
uniform across all cells.  
CTM can be described as a combination of a link model and node model: a node is located 
wherever there is a change in geometry of a road network, i.e. at on-ramps requiring merge nodes 
and off-ramps requiring diverge nodes; and a link connects such nodes. A description of CTM for cells 
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on links without any merge or diverge nodes is provided by the following equations: 
貢沈岫建 髪 な岻 噺 貢沈岫建岻 髪 脹濡鎮日碇日 範圏沈貸怠【態岫建岻 伐 圏沈袋怠【態岫建岻飯      (2) 
圏沈袋怠【態岫建岻 噺 兼件券岶鯨沈岫建岻┸ 迎沈袋怠岫建岻岼        (3) 
鯨沈岫建岻 噺 兼件券版憲捗貢沈岫建岻┸ 芸陳銚掴繁膏沈; 鯨待岫建岻 噺  穴待岫建岻      (4) 
迎沈袋怠岫建岻 噺 兼件券岶拳岷貢陳銚掴 伐 貢沈袋怠岫建岻峅┸ 芸陳銚掴岼 膏沈袋怠      (5) 
such that 拳 判 憲捗; 芸陳銚掴  判 諦尿尼猫迭祢肉袋 迭葱; and 憲捗 判 陳沈津岫鎮日岻脹濡  
Given initial traffic density for each cell 貢沈岫ど岻, traffic demand from mainline origin 穴待岫建岻, and 
traffic density at mainline destination 貢朝袋怠岫建岻, Eq. 2 shows that traffic density 貢沈岫建岻 in any cell i with 
number of lanes 膏沈 can be updated according to the conservation law of vehicles: in time interval 
[t,t+1] of length Ts [h], 圏沈貸怠【態岫建岻 is the traffic inflow into cell i from cell i-1 (or equivalently, the traffic 
flow at the cell interface i-1/2) and 圏沈袋怠【態岫建岻 is the traffic outflow from cell i into cell i+1 in veh h-1 (or 
equivalently, the traffic flow at the cell interface i+1/2). Traffic inflows or outflows are calculated 
based on the FD using Eq. 3: the traffic outflow is the maximum sending capacity of the upstream cell 
i under free-flow conditions (Eq. 4) limited by the receiving capacity of the downstream cell i+1 under 
congested conditions (Eq. 5). The three conditions represent the two properties of the trapezoidal FD 
plus the CourantにFriedrichsにLewy condition (Daganzo 1995) that the minimum cell length needs to 
be longer than the free-flow distance to avoid instabilities in the model outputs.  
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Fig. 1: traffic flow as a function of traffic density considered as the (a) CTM-basic fundamental diagram and 
(b) CTM-vsl fundamental diagram. 
The above formulation describes the dynamics for cells without any on-ramps and off-ramps. On-
ramps (or merge nodes) can be located at the upstream interface of a cell and off-ramps (or diverge 
nodes) can be located at the downstream interface of a cell. In the presence of an on-ramp at 
upstream cell interface i-1/2 with traffic demand 穴墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻 in veh h-1, there exist two scenarios: 
the first is when the downstream cell i can accommodate both the mainline cell i-1 outflow and the 
on-ramp demand; and the second is when the mainline cell i-1 outflow and on-ramp demand exceed 
the receiving capacity of the downstream cell i. In either cases, it is assumed that the on-ramp has 
unlimited capacity or at least that on-ramp traffic demand is lower than its capacity. The mainline 
outflow from cell i-1 to cell i, 圏沈貸怠【態岫建岻, and the actual on-ramp outflow to cell i, 圏墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻, are 
calculated based on Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 accordingly,  
圏沈貸怠【態岫建岻 噺 崕 鯨沈貸怠岫建岻 if  鯨沈貸怠岫建岻 判 迎沈岫建岻 伐 穴墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻兼欠捲範ど┸ 迎沈岫建岻 伐 穴墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻飯 otherwise   (6) 
圏墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻 噺 崕 穴墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻 if 鯨沈貸怠岫建岻 判 迎沈岫建岻 伐 穴墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻迎沈岫建岻 伐 圏沈貸怠【態岫建岻 otherwise    (7) 
In the presence of an off-ramp at downstream cell interface i+1/2, it is assumed that the off-
ramp has unlimited capacity and the traffic outflow of Eq. 3 is modified to Eq. 8 where 肯沈袋怠【態岫建岻 
represents the split ratio of the off-ramp. The traffic outflow to the off-ramp can then be calculated 
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based on Eq. 9.  
圏沈袋怠【態岫建岻 噺 兼件券版範な 伐 肯沈袋怠【態岫建岻飯 鯨沈岫建岻┸ 迎沈袋怠岫建岻繁      (8) 
圏墜捗捗┸沈袋怠【態岫建岻 噺 肯沈袋怠【態岫建岻 槌日甜迭【鉄岫痛岻怠貸提日甜迭【鉄岫痛岻        (9) 
In the presence of both an on-ramp and off-ramp on cell i, Eq. 2 is updated to take into account 
on-ramp inflows and off-ramp outflows as shown in Eq. 10 below. 
貢沈岫建 髪 な岻 噺 貢沈岫建岻 髪 脹濡鎮日碇日 範圏沈貸怠【態岫建岻 髪  圏墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻 伐 圏沈袋怠【態岫建岻 伐 圏墜捗捗┸沈袋怠【態岫建岻飯  (10) 
CTM traffic speed can be calculated either at the cell interfaces or within the cells. At cell 
interfaces the calculation involves traffic inflows/outflows and traffic density; the resulting traffic 
speed does not necessarily follow the FD. Within a cell, traffic speed is calculated using the FD. 
Space-mean traffic speed of cell i at time step t is thus calculated using Eq. 11. 
憲沈岫建岻 噺 槌日岫痛岻諦日岫痛岻碇日 噺 陳沈津岶聴日岫痛岻┸眺日岫痛岻岼諦日岫痛岻碇日 噺 陳沈津版通肉諦日岫痛岻┸町尿尼猫┸栂岷諦尿尼猫貸諦日岫痛岻峅繁諦日岫痛岻     (11) 
In addition to the above, Liu et al. (2014) have proposed using a simple queue model at the 
mainline and on-ramp origins in order to ensure that the entire traffic demand is entering the 
network in the case when traffic outflows are restricted by the receiving capacity of the cell at which 
an origin is located. The queue model is given by Eq. 12 and Eq. 13 where 月墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻 represents the 
queue length at time step t of the on-ramp located at upstream cell interface i-1/2 and 穴寐墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻 
represents the updated traffic demand depending on the queue length. The updated traffic demand 
needs to also be used in Eq. 6 and Eq. 7 instead of 穴墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻. Eq. 12 and Eq. 13 are similarly 
applied for the mainline origin with traffic demand 穴待岫建岻, traffic inflow 圏怠貸怠【態岫建岻, and queue length 月怠貸怠【態岫建岻. 月墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建 髪 な岻 噺  月墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻 髪 劇鎚範穴寐墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻 伐 圏墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻飯    (12) 
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穴寐墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻 噺  穴墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫建岻 髪 朕任韮┸日貼迭【鉄岫痛岻脹濡 ; 月墜津┸沈貸怠【態岫ど岻 噺 ど     (13) 
Few studies have extended the basic CTM to account for VSL operation. While Hegyi et al. (2005) 
focussed on VSL within second-order macroscopic traffic flow models, they emphasised the 
importance of validation to confirm the appropriateness of their proposed models since the impact 
of VSL on traffic behaviour is still not well understood (Hegyi et al. 2005; Papageorgiou et al. 2008). 
For CTM, the most commonly used method (Chiou et al. 2012; Hadiuzzaman and Qiu 2013; Li et al. 
2015) is to assume that VSL operation influences the demand part of the FD i.e. the free-flow traffic 
speed (憲捗) and maximum traffic flow (芸陳銚掴) parameters, as shown in Fig. 1b. The consequence is a 
reduction of outflows to downstream cells, reducing congestion levels. Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 are modified 
to give Eq. 14 and Eq. 15, respectively. The VSL for cell i at time step t, 憲葡蝶聴挑日岫建岻 in km h-1, needs to be 
obtained as input data, while the maximum traffic flow, 芸蝶聴挑日岫建岻 in veh h-1 lane-1, can be calculated 
from the FD (see Fig. 1b). 
鯨沈岫建岻 噺 兼件券版兼件券範憲捗 ┸ 憲葡蝶聴挑日岫建岻飯 貢沈岫建岻┸ 兼件券範芸陳銚掴 ┸ 芸蝶聴挑日岫建岻飯繁膏沈    (14) 
迎沈袋怠岫建岻 噺 兼件券版拳岷貢陳銚掴 伐 貢沈袋怠岫建岻峅┸ 兼件券範芸陳銚掴 ┸ 芸蝶聴挑日甜迭岫建岻飯繁 膏沈袋怠    (15) 
In reference to Eq. 1, f = CTM-basic refers to the CTM formulation for a non-VSL road network 
whereas f = CTM-vsl represents the CTM formulation for a VSL road network. To summarise, the 
model input data represents the initial traffic density condition, the traffic demand at origins 
(mainline and on-ramps), split ratios at off-ramps, and traffic density at the mainline destination. 
Under CTM-vsl, the speed limits for each cell and time step are additional inputs. The model 
parameter vector consists of the four FD parameters 紅 噺 盤憲捗 ┸ 芸陳銚掴 ┸ 拳┸ 貢陳銚掴匪, which need to be 
calibrated. 
Given the traffic density per lane and traffic speed CTM model outputs, the average speed-based 
emission 継沈銚岫建岻 of air pollutant a in grams produced in cell i during time step t can be calculated 
using Eq. 16. 紘頂  is the proportion of vehicle category c which denotes not only vehicle class (e.g. 
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passenger car) but also fuel type (e.g. diesel) and emission standard (e.g. Euro 5 for European 
vehicles). The emission factor in grams per distance travelled (typically in grams km
-1
) for air 
pollutant a is 結血銚┸頂岷憲沈岫建岻峅, for vehicle category c and average speed 憲沈岫建岻. The first part of Eq. 16 
thus determines the total vehicle distance travelled in cell i during time step t required to calculate 
total grams produced.  
継沈銚岫建岻 噺 デ 貢沈岫建岻膏沈健沈紘頂憲沈岫建岻劇鎚結血銚┸頂岷憲沈岫建岻峅頂        (16) 
CTM is not inherently a multi-class model, ignoring differences amongst different vehicle classes. 
Emissions factors are considered only for vehicles subject to the National Speed Limits, namely 
Passenger Cars (PCs) and Light Duty Vehicles (LDVs); total vehicle distance is divided proportionately 
depending on different fuel types and vehicle standards, with all vehicles assumed to be of these two 
classes. 
Different emissions models (and hence emissions factors) are typically developed for different 
countries, depending on relevant vehicle classes, fuel types, and emission standards. In this study, 
the COmputer Programme to Calculate Emissions from Road Transport (COPERT) emission factors 
(Ntziachristos et al. 2000) are used. Note that, as discussed below, the potential pitfalls of integrating 
high-resolution CTM with average speed-based emission models are quite general, and are not 
confined to the specific choice of COPERT.  
The integrated traffic flow に exhaust emission modelling approach can be summarised in Eq. 17 
where the 2-D matrix 継銚 captures the space-time dynamics of emission predictions based on the 
CTM outputs and the above emission model (EM). 
継銚 噺 継警岶紘┸ 岫貢┸ 憲岻┸ 結血銚岫憲岻岼 
噺 継警 峽紘┸ 血 岾荊寞┸ 紅盤傑楓匪峇 ┸ 結血銚 峙血 岾荊寞┸ 紅盤傑楓匪峇峩峺      (17) 
Sources of uncertainty in emission predictions can be identified based on the above modelling 
chain. These can be categorised into four: 
 The emission model inputs which correspond to vehicle proportions and traffic data 
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input or, in this case, the CTM model outputs; these are used either directly or nested 
within the emission factor functions. 
 The emission model parameterisation nested within the emission factor functions which 
are highly parameterised vehicle class/fuel type/standard-specific nonlinear functions of 
average speed. 
 The emission model structure itself which relies on the assumption that macroscopic 
traffic behaviour in terms of average speed can predict emissions without consideration 
of individual driving behaviour. Nested within are the emission factor functions that also 
rely on point-based prediction of emissions per unit distance given a particular average 
speed, rather than probabilistic-based prediction. 
 The integration of average speed-based emission models with continuum macroscopic 
traffic flow models with respect to three key aspects: the compatibility of the high spatial 
(very short links) and temporal (very short time intervals) resolution traffic flow model 
outputs with emission models typically developed based on lower traffic data resolution 
(see for e.g. Samaras et al. 2014); the compatibility of the averaging type of predicted 
traffic speed (link-based averages) with emission models typically developed based on 
trip-based averages of traffic speed (see for e.g. Bai et al. (2007) and Wismans et al. 
(2011) for a discussion); and the compatibility of a single-class traffic flow model with 
multi-class emission model formulation. 
The above highlights key sources of uncertainty in the described modelling system. However, it is 
clear from Eq. 17 that most recurring sources of uncertainty in emission predictions are the traffic 
flow model input data 荊寞, parameter vector 紅, and model structure f. Li et al. (2012) argued that input 
uncertainty can be controlled through better measurement techniques, but the parameter vector 
that specifies the FD is the essential and dominant source of uncertainty. This paper focusses on two 
interdependent sources of uncertainty: the parameter vector and the model structure of CTM. A 
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data-driven methodology to capturing and propagating uncertainty from these two sources to 
emission predictions is described in section ‎2.2.  
2.2. Methodological framework 
In order to quantify uncertainty in CTM-based emission predictions arising from uncertainty in 
CTM model parameters and structure, this paper develops a five-phase data-driven methodology 
comprising: road traffic data preparation; ensemble-based optimisation; error estimation; grid-based 
Monte Carlo sampling; and uncertainty propagation. Fig. 2 provides a summary of the steps and key 
annotations for each of these five phases. 
 
Fig. 2: five-phase data-driven methodological framework to uncertainty propagation from macroscopic 
traffic flow models to average speed-based exhaust emission predictions. [c and v] in Phases IV and V are 
dropped for convenience. 
TｴW aｷヴゲデ けヴﾗ;S デヴ;aaｷI S;デ; ヮヴWヮ;ヴ;デｷﾗﾐげ ヮｴ;ゲW aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ゲ SｷヴWIデﾉ┞ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW SWゲIヴｷヮデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa CTMく Tｴｷゲ 
involves identification of a road network to be studied and selection of the appropriate CTM 
(with/without VSL), plus extraction of data required for CTM inputs and for the calibration of the 
CTM parameters. Let M denote the number of data sets for a specific road network such that, 
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岶荊寞陳┸ 傑楓陳 噺 岫貢葡┸ 圏葡┸ 憲葡岻陳┹  兼 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 警┹  警 伴 な岼  
where 岫貢葡┸ 圏葡┸ 憲葡岻陳 are estimated traffic density, measured traffic flow, and measured traffic speed at 
all the measurement sites within the mainline boundaries of the network and throughout the entire 
period of data set m. Traffic density is typically not directly measured (e.g. by loop detector) but 
rather estimated based on flow and speed measurements. 
For each data set m, the optimal parameter vector 紅陳 needs to be determined. A number of 
derivative-free algorithms have been applied to similar problem (generally for macroscopic traffic 
flow model parameter estimation), ゲ┌Iｴ ;ゲ デｴW けGWﾐWデｷI Aﾉｪﾗヴｷデｴﾏげ ふMｷIｴ;ﾉW┘ｷI┣ ヱΓΓヴぶ ｷﾐ PﾗﾗﾉW ;ﾐS 
Kotsialos (2012), the けIヴﾗゲゲ-Wﾐデヴﾗヮ┞げ ﾏWデｴﾗS ｷﾐ NｪﾗS┌┞ ;ﾐS M;ｴWヴ ふヲヰヱヲぶが デｴW けP;ヴデｷIﾉW S┘;ヴﾏ 
Aﾉｪﾗヴｷデｴﾏげ ふEHWヴｴ;ヴデ and Kennedy 1995) in Poole and Kotsialos (2016ぶが ;ﾐS デｴW けNWﾉSWヴ-MW;Sげ 
algorithm (Nelder and Mead 1965) in Spiliopoulou et al. (2014, 2015). It is notable that in most of 
these calibration and validation studies, only one (typically local) solution for a specific data set is 
determined, with this solution selected via a qualitative assessment of the model output against real 
data. Ni et al. (2004) proposed a systematic approach to the calibration of macroscopic traffic flow 
models and suggested the use of statistical inference to help select optimal parameters. In this 
paper, an ensemble-based optimisation approach is proposed to account for the uncertainty in the 
optimal parameter vector for a specific data set, followed by statistical inference to select top-
solutions for a given data set m.  
According to Cullen and Frey (1999), uncertainty in model parameters can result from input 
uncertainty or from model uncertainty if the structural form of the model is not adequate. This is 
referred to as systematic uncertainty (e.g. Frey and Burmaster 1999; Cullen and Frey 1999; and 
others). These two factors are relevant here, and additionally the parameter optimisation approach 
introduces uncertainty as a result of the nonlinearity and complexity of the problem, which typically 
does not find a unique optimal solution (even if one exists).  
Uncertainty in a parameter vector can also arise from inherent variability for example due to the 
stochasticity of traffic behaviour. In other modelling frameworks, such uncertainty is typically 
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referred to as variability or stochastic uncertainty, which cannot be reduced (e.g. Frey and Burmaster 
1999; Cullen and Frey 1999; and others). In this paper we do not attempt to address this type of 
uncertainty. 
TｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS けWﾐゲWﾏHﾉW-H;ゲWS ﾗヮデｷﾏｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐげ ヮｴ;ゲW begins with selection of an optimisation 
algorithm and objective function. Despite recognised deficiencies of デｴW けNWﾉSWヴ-MW;Sげ ;ﾉｪﾗヴｷデｴﾏ ｷﾐ 
terms of its possibility of approximating a local optimum and its dependence on the initial parameter 
set, Spiliopoulou et al. (2015) showed that the algorithm is comparable to other methods such as GA 
when it is applied several times with different initial conditions, while being comparatively attractive 
in terms of its ease and of use and computational efficiencyく Iﾐ デｴｷゲ ヮ;ヮWヴが デｴW ┌ﾐIﾗﾐゲデヴ;ｷﾐWS けNWﾉSWヴ-
MW;Sげ ;ﾉｪﾗヴｷデｴﾏ ふ‘ CﾗヴW TW;ﾏ ヲヰヱヵき BｷｴﾗヴWﾉ ;ﾐS B;┌Sｷﾐ ヲヰヱヵぶ ｴ;ゲ HWWﾐ ┌ゲed. The objective function 
is the sum of absolute errors of measured versus predicted traffic speed as shown in Eq. 18 where 軽風 
is the number of dual loop detectors (excluding the origin and destination ones); 劇楓  is the number of 
measurement time steps; 憲葡徹┘岫建┘岻 is the measured traffic speed at loop detector 続┘ and measurement 
time step 建┘; and 憲博徹┘岫建┘岻  is the space-time aggregate predicted traffic speed at loop detector 続┘ and 
measurement time step 建┘. 軽風 is used since origin and destination measurement data are utilised as 
model input (particularly as boundary conditions) and are hence excluded from the objective 
function. Since the temporal resolution of measured traffic speed is typically lower than that of 
predicted speed, the CTM speed output is time-averaged to match the resolution of real data. 
Spatially, only cells where real measurements exist are included in the objective function.  
蛍岫紅陳岻 噺 怠朝風 怠脹楓 デ デ 岷】憲博徹┘岫建┘岻 伐 憲葡徹┘岫建┘岻】陳峅脹楓痛寞退怠  朝風徹┘退怠       (18) 
Parameter vector 紅陳 has to satisfy the two FD conditions and the CourantにFriedrichsにLewy 
condition. Hence, three penalty terms are added to the optimisation algorithm. An ensemble-based 
approach entails running the algorithm multiple times, resulting in a set of optimal parameter 
vectors. Let E denote the number of optimisation runs, with 紅實勅 the optimal parameter vector 
obtained from run 結, such that, 
版紅實勅盤傑楓陳匪 噺 欠堅訣兼件券 蛍岫紅陳勅 岻┹ 結 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 継繁  
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Each run is initialised with a randomly sampled vector 紅勅 within which each parameter is drawn 
from a predefined distribution. Some of these optimisation runs result in poor solutions, and so a 
quantitative statistical inference method is used to select those that are satisfactory. Let Eげ denote 
the number of top-solutions such that,  
版紅實勅嫦盤傑楓陳匪┹  結罷 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 継罷┹ 継罷 隼 継繁  
Top-solutions are optimal parameter vectors that capture both the distribution and variance of 
measured traffic data. Specifically, for each optimal parameter vector 紅實勅 the CTM is simulated and 
the time-averaged predicted traffic density and speed at measurement locations are obtained. Two 
statistical tests are applied to measured versus predicted traffic variables. These are: the non-
parametric Mann-Whitney to test whether or not the distribution of the measured variable differs 
from that of the predicted variable by a location shift; and the non-parametric Fligner-Killeen to test 
whether or not the distributionsげ variances differ at a predefined significance level. A parameter 
vector 紅實勅 is selected if any of the following two conditions is satisfied: 
 the objective function value lies within the minimum 鋼 of all optimisation runs for a specific 
data set m, and both the distribution and variance of the measured and predicted traffic 
density are not different at significance level 糠. 
 the objective function value lies within the minimum 鋼 of all optimisation runs for a specific 
data set m, and both the distribution and the variance of the measured and predicted traffic 
speed are not different at significance level 糠. 
Requiring that CTM outputs satisfy both conditions simultaneously turns out to be too 
demanding, given that CTM only captures the dynamics of traffic density and assumes steady-state 
speed-density conditions. By defining 鋼 and 糠, only the top-solutions 紅實勅嫦  are considered for the next 
ヮｴ;ゲW ﾗa ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲが けWヴヴﾗヴ Wゲデｷﾏ;デｷﾗﾐげく WｴWﾐ the CTM is run using top-solutions of data set m and input 
for data set m, this is referred to as a calibrated CTM model. However, when the CTM is run using 
top-solutions of data set m but using input data set 券 岶券 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 警 伐 な┹  券 塙 兼岼, this is referred to 
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as a validated CTM model. Given top-solutions 紅實勅嫦 , let 岫貢┸ 憲岻陳】陳勅嫦  and 岫貢┸ 憲岻津】陳勅嫦  denote the predicted 
traffic density and speed data at all cells 件 岶件 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ 軽岼 (i.e. excluding origin cell 0 and destination 
cell N+1) and all time steps 建 岶建 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 劇岼  for calibrated CTM models and validated CTM models, 
respectively, such that, 
峽岫貢┸ 憲岻陳】陳勅嫦 噺 血範荊寞陳┸ 紅實勅嫦盤傑楓陳匪飯峺  
峽岫貢┸ 憲岻津】陳勅嫦 噺 血範荊寞津┸ 紅實勅嫦盤傑楓陳匪飯┹  券 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 警 伐 な┹  券 塙 兼峺  
As a result of the different spatiotemporal resolution in comparison to real measurements, 
predicted data on cells where measurement sites exist are extracted (except for the origin and 
destination measurement sites for which the data has been used as CTM model input) and are time-
averaged to match the temporal resolution of real data. Let 岫貢違┸ 憲博岻陳】陳勅嫦  and 岫貢違┸ 憲博岻津】陳勅嫗  denote all the 
aggregated predicted traffic density and speed data required for the estimation of calibration and 
validation errors, respectively, such that, 
峽岫貢違┸ 憲博岻陳】陳勅嫦 噺 血違範荊寞陳┸ 紅實勅嫦盤傑楓陳匪飯峺  
峽岫貢違┸ 憲博岻津】陳勅嫦 噺 血違範荊寞津┸ 紅實勅嫦盤傑楓陳匪飯峺  
For a particular road network, a bivariate traffic density and speed error distribution can be 
estimated for each of the calibration and validation CTM outputs separately. The estimated errors 
can be attributed to uncertainty in both the parameters and/or model structure (i.e. even if the 
global optimum parameter vector exists and is obtained, errors will still occur due to the model 
structure). Given the measured traffic density and speed 岫貢葡┸ 憲葡岻, let these errors be denoted as 綱頂岫憲博┸ 貢違岻 and 綱塚岫憲博┸ 貢違岻 such that, 
峽綱頂岫貢違┸ 憲博岻 噺 岫貢違┸ 憲博岻陳】陳勅嫦 伐 岫貢葡┸ 憲葡岻陳峺  
峽綱塚岫貢違┸ 憲博岻 噺 岫貢違┸ 憲博岻津】陳勅嫦 伐 岫貢葡┸ 憲葡岻津峺  
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The distribution of errors varies across the feasible region of traffic densities and speeds; errors 
occurring at high speed free-flow conditions are systematically different from those associated with 
highly congested, low speed conditions. In principle, a bivariate error distribution of traffic density 
and speed could be associated with each density-speed point, but estimating this would require 
incredibly high data density throughout the feasible region. A grid-based approach is therefore used. 
Let 岫貢違┸ 憲博岻珍┸賃 岶倹 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 蛍┹ 倦 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 計岼 define the 岷倹┸ 倦峅 grid square of the predicted density-speed 
region. The bivariate error distribution for each grid square can be determined and is annotated as 綱岫貢違┸ 憲博岻珍┸賃. A bivariate kernel density 綱┏岫貢違┸ 憲博岻珍┸賃 can then be estimated for each grid square from 
which a Monte Carlo random sample with size 嫌 can be generated and associated with the 
corresponding gridded bivariate predicted density-speed region. This is the fourth けｪヴｷS-based Monte 
C;ヴﾉﾗ ゲ;ﾏヮﾉｷﾐｪげ ヮｴ;ゲW of the methodological framework, and is applied separately to the calibration 
and validation errors.  
By capturing the bivariate error distribution for each predicted traffic density and speed grid 
square, uncertainty in the CTM outputs can be quantified and propagated to emission predictions: 
tｴW aｷﾐ;ﾉ け┌ﾐIWヴデ;ｷﾐデ┞ ヮヴﾗヮ;ｪ;デｷﾗﾐげ ヮｴ;ゲWく LWデ 継墜】珍┸賃銚  denote the predicted emissions for air pollutant 
a evaluated at a density-speed point, o, within the 岷倹┸ 倦峅 grid square, 
版継墜】珍┸賃銚 噺 継警範岫貢違┸ 憲博岻墜】珍┸賃 ┸ ┼ 飯┹  剣 樺 岷倹┸ 倦峅┹  倹 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 蛍┹  倦 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸ 計繁  
The uncertainty of each predicted density-speed point can be quantified by adding the sampled 
error of the same grid square. Given the bivariate error distribution associated with the 岷倹┸ 倦峅 grid 
square, let 隙墜】珍┸賃銚  denote the distribution of emission predictions at the density-speed point, o, in 岷倹┸ 倦峅 grid square such that, 





 quantile of the distribution 岶隙墜】珍┸賃┸待┻待態泰銚 ┸ 隙墜】珍┸賃┸待┻苔胎泰銚 岼 provide the lower and 
upper bounds of the emission prediction at the density-speed point at a 95% confidence level. The 
selected sample size s determines the precision of the calculated quantiles (Morgan et al. 1992); to 
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) quantiles, a sample size s = 1000 was found to be sufficient. Evaluating the 
lower and upper bounds at equally spaced density-speed prediction points in each grid square 
provides a surface map of the confidence interval of emission predictions of pollutant a throughout 
the entire prediction region. By using the calibration and validation predictions and their 
corresponding estimated error distributions separately, a surface map of confidence intervals can be 
deduced for each. 
3. Study sites and data collection 
Unlike most previous studies, this paper considers multiple real road networks and data sets from 
multiple days in order to thoroughly test the proposed methodology and ensure transferability of 
findings. The paper also considers both a VSL and non-VSL operated road networks in order to 
investigate how both the CTM-basic and CTM-vsl perform under real-world scenarios especially that 
calibration and validation studies of the CTM-vsl are limited to date despite the widespread 
operation of VSL across the UK road network and worldwide.  
Three motorway routes have been selected, each with different characteristics. These are a 3.1 
km route on the non-VSL M60 motorway, a 3.8 km route on the non-VSL M1 motorway, and a 4.8 km 
route on the VSL M25 motorway. Each route is equipped with a number of dual loop detectors as 
part of the Motorway Incident Detection and Automatic Signalling (MIDAS) network (MIDAS 2016). 
Fig. 3 shows the selected routes and geographic locations of dual loop detectors on each of the three 
routes and Table 1 provides detailed description of the road network characteristics and traffic data 
set characteristics for each selected routes. The identification of road network characteristics and the 
preparation of the traffic data sets are considered the first phase of the proposed methodological 
framework. 
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Fig. 3: Map location of the three selected road networks: (a) non-VSL M60, (b) non-VSL M1, and (c) VSL M25 
represented by the dark blue coloured line; light blue coloured circles indicate the location of dual loop 
detectors available along each route under study excluding the on-ramps and off-ramps dual loop detectors. 
All figures in this paper are plotted using the R project for Statistical Computing (R Core Team 2015), 
particularly, RgoogleMaps and Loa packages (Loecher and Ropkins 2015) and Lattice package (Sarkar 2008). 
The first M60 route is located on the western side of the Manchester Ring Motorway between J8 
and J11. Encircling Greater Manchester and with two on-ramps and two off-ramps located along the 
route, this section is characterised by its recurrent congestion specifically during the AM and PM 
peak periods with a two-way annual average daily traffic on J11 reported to reach 138,000 vehicles 
per day during 2013 (Department for Transport 2016). 8 dual loop detectors are located on the M60 
route with additional 4 dual loop detectors located on each off-ramp and on-ramp. Based on the 
route configuration and the loop detector locations, the route has been divided into 15 cells 
(excluding the mainline origin and destination segments) with lengths varying between 0.1 km and 
0.285 km. So, the calibration problem will include data of 6 loop detectors located at 6 cells out of 
15. 
The second route is located on the northern end of the M1 motorway between J31 and J33 near 
Sheffield City. The M1 motorway is considered to be a major connection between London and 
northern UK and thus is also characterised by recurrent congestion during the AM and PM peak 
periods with a two-way annual average daily traffic on J31 reported to reach 126,000 vehicles  per 
day during 2013 (Department for Transport 2016). 8 loop detectors are located on the M1 route with 
additional loop detector on an on-ramp. The route has been divided into 13 cells (excluding the 
mainline origin and destination segments) with lengths varying between 0.22 km and 0.33 km. The 
calibration problem involves data from 6 detectors at 6 cells out of 13. 
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The third route is located on the western side of the London Orbital Motorway between J14 and 
J12. Encircling greater London, the M25 motorway is one of the busiest motorways in the UK with a 
two-way annual average daily traffic on J14 reported to reach 228,000 vehicles per day during 2013 
(Department for Transport 2016). Unlike the first two routes, this route is considered a controlled 
motorway section and thus operates VSL. Enforced speed limits on the M25 motorway route can 
vary by loop detector location, motorway lane, and time period typically between 40 miles per hour 
(or 65 km h
-1
) and 60 miles per hour (or 96 km h
-1
). In the absence of VSL signs, the motorway speed 
limit is assumed to be 70 miles per hour (or 113 km h
-1
). 11 loop detectors are located on this route 
with additional 2 loop detectors located on an off-ramp and on-ramp along the route. Between the 
off-ramp and on-ramp, the number of lanes drops from 5-lanes to 4-lanes, unlike the first two routes 
which are 3-lane sections throughout. This route has been divided into 18 cells (excluding the 
mainline origin and destination segments) with lengths varying between 0.14 km and 0.38 km. The 
calibration will include 9 loop detectors at 9 cells out of 18. Table 1 provides a detailed summary of 
the road network characteristics of each of the three selected routes. 
Table 1: summary of the non-VSL M60, non-VSL M1, and VSL M25 road network characteristics and traffic 
data set characteristics 






Sheffield City London Orbital 
Route direction Northbound Northbound Anti-clockwise 
Route length [km] 3.1 3.8 4.8 
Start point OS grid reference [377526, 394773] [448017, 388049] [503129, 174537] 
End point OS grid reference [375778, 396773] [444800, 389325] [501650, 170116] 
Variable Speed Limit (VSL) 
operation 
No No Yes 
Nr. of cells (N)
1
 15 13 18 
Nr. of lanes per cell 3 3 5 and 4 
[min, max] cell lengths [km] [0.1, 0.285] [0.22, 0.33] [0.14, 0.38] 
Nr. of loop detector-cells
2
 6 6 9 
Nr. of non-loop detector-cells 9 7 9 
Nr. of on-ramp(s) 2 1 1 
Nr. of off-ramp(s) 2 0 1 
Traffic data 
characteristics 
Data source Motorway Incident Detection and Automatic Signalling 
(MIDAS) 
Data time resolution 1-minute 1-minute 1-minute 
Nr. of data sets (M) 6 6 6 




Date of data sets [mm-yyyy] 04-2013 06/07-2013 05-2014 
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Nr. of AM period data sets 0 6 3 
Nr. of PM period data sets 6 0 3 
Time period per data set [h] [6, 6, 6, 6, 3, 3] [3, 3, 3, 3, 5, 4] [3, 3, 3, 3, 5, 5] 
1
The number excludes mainline origin cell 0 and destination cell N+1. 
2
Loop detectors are located at the end of each loop detector-cell consistently for all the three routes. The 
number excludes mainline origin and destination dual loop detectors (which exist and are used to extract 
required input of traffic flow models) and excludes on-ramp(s) and off-ramp(s) loop detectors. There exist a 
loop detector on each on-ramp and off-ramp of each route. While MIDAS loop detectors are often referred 
to as being equally spaced (500 meters), this is not necessarily the case in reality, spacing ranges between 
200 meters to 930 meters in this study. Spatial coordinates of loop detectors are extracted from the MIDAS 
coordinates data base and cross checked with Google Earth surface level view. Google Earth surface level 
location of dual loop detectors is considered the reference in this study. 
For each of the selected routes, six data sets (i.e. M = 6) have been extracted from the MIDAS 
database (MIDAS 2016) in order to estimate both the calibration and validation errors of the traffic 
flow model at each route. The time period of each data set ranges between 3 and 6 hours and 
typically includes the AM peak period or the PM peak period. Details on the selected traffic data sets 
are provided in Table 1. The extracted data includes 1-minute traffic flow and traffic speed at each 
lane from each dual loop detector located along each of the three routes. Some data transformations 
were needed to prepare the input data for the model calibration. First, average traffic flow and 
weighted average traffic speed across all lanes are calculated according to Treiber and Kesting 
(2012); weighted average traffic speed is assumed to be an approximation of space-mean traffic 
speed. Average traffic density is then estimated using the traffic flow-density relationship. 
Additionally, off-ramp split ratios are calculated as the ratio of the measured off-ramp traffic flow to 
the total measured traffic flow. The latter is defined as the mainline traffic flow measured 
downstream an off-ramp plus the off-ramp traffic flow (Muñoz et al. 2004). The resulting traffic 
density, flow, and speed matrices provide the initial and boundary conditions needed for the CTM 
and the loop detector data needed for the ensemble-based optimisation as explained in section ‎2.2. 
Particularly, traffic flow measurements at the first loop detector which is allocated to mainline origin 
cell 0 are used as the traffic demand input to CTM; traffic density measurements at the last loop 
detector which is allocated to mainline destination N+1 are used as a boundary condition at 
destination; and measurements from loop detectors in between the origin and destination are used 
for the ensemble-based optimisation phase. Since traffic outflow from mainline origin is restricted by 
the receiving capacity of cell 1 and since traffic density at mainline destination is imposed to model 
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the backward wave propagation of congestion, traffic conditions at origin and destination need not 
be congestion-free. For the input data to match the spatial (number of segments higher than the 
number of loop detectors for all routes) and temporal (Ts = 2 seconds for the M60 and Ts = 3 seconds 
for M1 and M25) resolution of CTM, data is interpolated where necessary. 
The M60 and M1 traffic data sets are from 2013 at which time these routes did not operate VSL. 
Accordingly, the CTM-basic model, described in section ‎2.1, is used for calibration and validation. 
Given the operation of the VSL on the selected M25 route, the CTM-vsl model is used for calibration 
and validation. For comparison, the CTM-basic model was also run for the M25 data. The VSL data for 
the M25 route has been extracted from the Highways England databases for the relevant days. The 
final four modelling scenarios are: 
 M60/CTM-basic: 版血暢滞待範荊寞陳┸ 紅盤傑楓陳匪飯┹  兼 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸は繁 
 M1/CTM-basic: 版血暢怠範荊寞陳┸ 紅盤傑楓陳匪飯┹  兼 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸は繁 
 M25/CTM-vsl: 版血暢態泰範荊寞陳┸ 憲葡蝶聴挑 ┸ 紅盤傑楓陳匪飯┹  兼 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸は繁 
 M25/CTM-basic: 版血暢態泰範荊寞陳┸ 紅盤傑楓陳匪飯┹  兼 噺 な┸に┸ ┼ ┸は繁 
4. Results and discussion 
Given road traffic data, the next four phases of the described methodological framework (Fig. 2) have 
been applied based on each of the four modelling scenarios. The optimisation approach is set out in 
section 2.2. The first step is to run the algorithm e times, with different initial model parameters, and 
record the final parameter vectors, 紅實勅岫傑楓陳岻, and minimised objective function values, 蛍盤紅實陳勅 匪. In this 
study, e has been set to 500 for each data set of each modelling scenario. Fig. 4 shows the 
optimisation results. 
To identify the top-solutions 紅實勅嫦岫傑楓陳岻 for the four scenarios, two parameters are needed: the 
threshold quantile for objective function values is set to be 鋼 = 50%; and the significance level for the 
two statistical tests is set to be 糠 = 0.01. Using these values, Fig. 4 shows the objective function 
values of the top-solutions (highlighted in dark blue circles). A total of 392 and 1199 are obtained for 
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the M60/CTM-basic and M1/CTM-basic. For the M25, the CTM-basic resulted in 209 top-solutions 
compared with only 163 under the CTM-vsl; top-solutions being obtained for 5 data sets (out of 6) 
under the CTM-basic formulation but for only 2 data sets under the CTM-vsl. This suggests that the 
CTM-vsl may sometimes be problematic and may not necessarily be appropriate to describe traffic 
behaviour for all time periods especially when VSL operation changes by time, loop detector, and by 
lane as it does for this route. CTM-vsl assumes a uniform impact of VSL on traffic behaviour while this 
might not be necessarily true. For instance, compliance to different speed limits on different lanes 
and different sections during different time periods might not be necessarily the same. That said, the 
number of top-solutions for the CTM-basic drops to 11 (for a single data set only) when the 
significance level is set to 0.1 instead of 0.01; since this high drop does not happen for the M60 and 
M1 road networks, this indicates that also CTM-basic may be problematic for VSL-operated road 
networks. 
Fig. 4 also shows that top-solutions were not identified for all data sets. Given the population of 
initial conditions tested in each case ;ﾐS デｴW a;Iデ デｴ;デ けNWﾉSWヴ-MW;Sげ ﾗヮデｷﾏｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾉｪﾗヴｷデｴﾏ ｷゲ ; 
ヮヴﾗ┗Wﾐ ;ﾐS ヴWﾉｷ;HﾉW ┘;┞ デﾗ aｷﾐS ; けｪﾗﾗSげ ゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ｷa ﾗﾐW W┝ｷゲデゲ, this can be attributed to the CTM itself 
being unable to accurately reproduce all features of observed traffic data or at least features of 
observed traffic data that allows to meet the statistical inference criteria. This can be a result of 
deficiencies such as the use of simplified FD, use of steady-state speed-density relationship, and 
ignored influence of different vehicles classes, lane drops, and lane changing. 
 
Fig. 4: minimised objective function values obtained from the calibration runs of (a) M60/CTM-basic, (b) 
M1/CTM-basic, (c) M25/CTM-vsl, and (c) M25/CTM-basic for each of the six selected data sets. Dark blue 
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coloured circles highlight the objective function values of the top-solutions (the number of top-solutions for 
each data ゲWデ ｷゲ ｴｷｪｴﾉｷｪｴデWS ﾗﾐ デﾗヮ ﾗa W;Iｴ aｷｪ┌ヴWぶ H;ゲWS ﾗﾐ デｴW SWaｷﾐWS ゲデ;デｷゲデｷI;ﾉ ｷﾐaWヴWﾐIW IヴｷデWヴｷ; ふEげ Э 392, 
1199, 163, and 209 for (a) M60/CTM-basic, (b) M1/CTM-basic, (c) M25/CTM-vsl, and (d) M25/CTM-basic is 
identified, respectivaly). One calibration run for (c) M25/CTM-vsl and one for (d) M25/CTM-basic did not 
converge based on the predefined convergence criteria and thus not shown here. 
Table 2 shows the relative standard deviation (coefficient of variation) of each parameter based 
on identified top-solutions only. Lowest variability is observed in the demand parameters (i.e. the 
free-flow traffic speed and maximum traffic flow) and high variability is observed in the supply 
parameters (i.e. backward wave speed and jam traffic density). This emphasises the complexity of 
driving behaviour during congested periods and the possibility of the supply part to take different 
values under the CTM assumption of a trapezoidal FD. Table 3 shows the range of parameter values 
for each modelling scenario irrespective of data set m. Note that parameter covariance may be 
positive or negative, and hence not independent. For instance, the lowest value of maximum traffic 




) was accommodated by high backward wave 
speed (45.7 km h
-1
). Also, the highest value of maximum traffic density for the M1/CTM-basic 




) was accommodated by very low backward wave speed (3.7 km h
-1
). 
While such extreme cases rarely occur in the top-solutions, they cannot be entirely ignored as they 
replicate certain features of measured traffic conditions given a certain significance level. It is also 
essential to account for covariance when considering the sensitivity of CTM to perturbation in 
parameter values. Appendix A shows detailed results (in figures) of top-solutionsげ parameter values.  
Table 2: coefficient of variation (%) of each parameter based on the top-solutions of all data sets of each of 
the M60/CTM-basic, M1/CTM-basic, M25/CTM-vsl, and M25/CTM-basic 
CTM Parameter M60/CTM-basic M1/CTM-basic M25/CTM-vsl M25/CTM-basic 
Free-flow traffic speed (四讃) 0.6% 0.6% 0.4% 0.7% 
Maximum traffic flow (晒仕珊姉) 10.3% 4.3% 3.2% 2.3% 
Backward wave speed (始) 26.6% 24.2% 26.6% 26.3% 
Maximum traffic density (持仕珊姉) 15.9% 28.1% 23.6% 20.6% 
Table 3: range [min, max] of each parameter based on the top-solutions of all data sets of each of the 
M60/CTM-basic, M1/CTM-basic, M25/CTM-vsl, and M25/CTM-basic 
CTM Parameter M60/CTM-basic M1/CTM-basic M25/CTM-vsl M25/CTM-basic 
Free-flow traffic speed (四讃) [101, 105] [104, 111] [102, 105] [100, 106] 
Maximum traffic flow (晒仕珊姉) [1981, 2853] [1719, 2048] [1635, 1893] [1601, 1797] 
Backward wave speed (始) [21.1, 51.1] [3.7, 28.6] [13.9, 41.2] [10.3, 42.9] 
Maximum traffic density (持仕珊姉)  [83.5, 139.1] [87.1, 504.3] [60.1, 142.4] [59.8, 178.4] 
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The top-solutions for each data set are then validated against all other data sets within the same 
road network. Validation results are shown in Fig. 5. Unsurprisingly, results show higher objective 
function values in comparison to those obtained from the calibration data which are annotated in 
dark blue in Fig. 5. Simulating the top-solutions on both calibration and validation data sets brings us 
to the third phase of the methodology which involves estimating the calibration and validation 
errors. 
 
Fig. 5: objective function values obtained from the validation runs of the top-solutions, which are highlighted 
in dark blue coloured circles, for each of the six data sets of (a) M60/CTM-basic, (b) M1/CTM-basic, (c) 
M25/CTM-vsl, and (d) M25/CTM-basic on the remaining data sets of the same route. Total number of 
validation runs for each data set is highlighted on top. 
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 present the error distributions obtained from the simulation of top-solutions on 
the calibration and validation data sets, respectively. The high resolution CTM outputs have been 
aggregated to 1-minute at loop-detector cells in order to calculate the errors in traffic density and 
speed. The figures show the bivariate error distributions 綱頂岫貢違┸ 憲博岻 and 綱塚岫貢違┸ 憲博岻 for each road 
network. For instance, [3, 0, 7, 122, 12, 248] top-solutions (total of 392) have been identified for each 
of the six data sets of M60/CTM-basic modelling scenario. Fig. 6a shows the estimated calibration 
errors from all 392 simulations with a total of 568272 density-speed error points. Validation errors 
are computed by simulating the top-solutions of one data set using input data from the other five 
data sets. Fig. 7a shows the estimated validation errors from all the 1960 simulations (392x5) with a 
total of 3679440 density-speed error points. 
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Fig. 6: bivariate error (坐) distributions of spatiotemporally-aggregated traffic density [veh km-1 lane-1] and 
traffic speed [km h
-1
] obtained from the simulation of the top-solutions on the calibration data sets of (a) 
M60/CTM-basic, (b) M1/CTM-basic, (c) M25/CTM-vsl, and (d) M25/CTM-basic with a total of 392, 1199, 163, 
and 209 simulations and total of 568272, 1537554, 357327, and 396621 density-speed error points, 
respectively. 
 
Fig. 7: bivariate error (坐) distributions of spatiotemporally-aggregated traffic density [veh km-1 lane-1] and 
traffic speed [km h
-1
]  obtained from the simulation of the top-solutions on the validation data sets of (a) 
M60/CTM-basic, (b) M1/CTM-basic, (c) M25/CTM-vsl, and (d) M25/CTM-basic with a total of 1960, 5995, 
815, and 1045 simulations and total of 3679440, 7570050, 1587915, and 2097585 density-speed error points, 
respectively. 
The negative correlation clearly shows that an over prediction of traffic speed indicates an under 
prediction of traffic density and vice versa; a consequence of the FD speed-density relationship. The 
range of validation errors in traffic density and speed is higher than that of the calibration errors by a 
factor of 1.2 and 1.1, respectively, on average across all four modelling scenarios, as shown in Table 
4, with higher variability. Also, while the number of top-solutions is lower for CTM-vsl in comparison 
with CTM-basic on the M25, the range and distribution of the final errors are very similar as shown in 
Table 4. 
While these bivariate error distributions have been obtained from the simulation of top-solutions 









 for M60/CTM-basic. Such 
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high error values, particularly of traffic speed, can be a direct result of the assumed steady-state 
speed-density relationship of CTM, i.e. average traffic speed adapting instantaneously to traffic 
density (Hoogendoorn and Bovy 2001). 





traffic speed [km h
-1
] errors shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the calibration and validation runs, respectively 
Statistic M60/CTM-basic M1/CTM-basic M25/CTM-vsl M25/CTM-basic 
資算岫持拍┸ 四拍岻 Range [min,max] [-52,76], [-102,98] [-44,213], [-103,91] [-49,24], [-63,89] [-48,33], [-76,96] 
Mean (3.5, -0.7) (1.3, 2.9) (0.6, -0.5) (0.5, -0.4) 
Std. Dev.
 
(10.5, 13.4) (13.4, 18.8) (7.1, 20.4) (7.4, 20.4) 
資士岫持拍┸ 四拍岻 Range [min,max] [-86,79], [-106,100] [-67,202], [-110,105] [-55,38], [-90,97] [-56,38], [-90,97] 
Mean (-6.7, 16.9) (-0.3, 6.9) (0.04, -1.5) (-2.0, 7.5) 
Std. Dev. (18.1, 34.7)  (18.3, 35.7) (10.6, 29.0)  (11.0, 32.4) 
As described in section ‎2.2, the error distributions illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are not 
uniformly populated by data across the range of densities-speeds (i.e. it would be inappropriate to 
associate the entire bivariate error distribution with every predicted point). Therefore a grid-based 
approach is undertaken. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the gridding of predicted traffic density and speed 
based on [J,K] = [15,15] (i.e. 15 bins in each direction). Appendix B shows the results of a sensitivity 
analysis performed based on two other gridding criteria: [J,K] = [10,10] and [J,K] = [20,20]. The 
predicted density and speed points correspond to the top-solutions with the calibration data sets 
(Fig. 8) and validation data sets (Fig. 9). In this way, a bivariate error distribution for each grid 
square is identified and associated with the corresponding predicted density and speed points of 
the same grid square. 
 




] and traffic speed [km h
-1
] scatterplots obtained from the 
simulation of the top-solutions on the calibration data sets of (a) M60/CTM-basic, (b) M1/CTM-basic, (c) 
M25/CTM-vsl, and (d) M25/CTM-basic. Black squares show the 15x15 grid squares. Grid squares with data 
points less than 100 are not considered/removed. 
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] and traffic speed [km h
-1
] scatterplots obtained from the 
simulation of the top-solutions on the validaiton data sets of (a) M60/CTM-basic, (b) M1/CTM-basic, (c) 
M25/CTM-vsl, and (d) M25/CTM-basic. 
The final phase is propagation of the bivariate errors to emission predictions. First, emissions of 
Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) are predicted in grams produced on one kilometre cell length during one 
minute time step at each feasible point in each density-speed grid square based on the COPERT 
average speed-based emission model, as described in section ‎2.1 (Eq. 16). The one kilometre 
assumption is considered since errors here are considered collectively irrespective of space (i.e. cell). 
Results are shown in the top row of Fig. 10 for each of the four scenarios.  The vehicle proportions in 
each case have been obtained from DEFRA (2014). As discussed earlier, the CTM does not 
accommodate multi-class traffic flow and thus cannot be used to represent HGVs. It is therefore 
assumed that traffic comprises only PCs and LDVs with different fuel types and Euro standards that 
are typically allowed to drive up to the 70 miles per hour (i.e. 113 km h
-1
) maximum speed limit. 
Based on random sampling size of s = 1000, the upper and lower bounds at each point of each grid 
square is calculated at a 95% confidence level. The results are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 based on 
the captured calibration and validation errors, respectively. 
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Fig. 10: Coloured contours showing NOx emission predictions in grams produced in one kilometre space and 




] and traffic speed [km hr
-1
] using 
COPERT emission factors for PCs and LDVs (with different fuel type and Euro standard). Black lines show the 
grid squares. (1) Emission predictions based on top-solutions of the calibration data sets of (a) M60/CTM-
basic, (b) M1/CTM-basic, (c) M25/CTM-vsl, and (d) M25/CTM-basic. Light grey rectangles in (1) represent 
uncertain emission predictions due to COPERT being restricted to >5 km h
-1
 or >10 km h
-1
 depending on 
vehicle class. Upper (2) and lower (3) bounds of emission predictions at a 95% confidence level based on 
error distributions obtained from the simulation of the top-solutions on the calibration data sets. 
    
Fig. 11: Coloured contours showing NOx emission predictions in grams produced in one kilometre space and 




] and traffic speed [km hr
-1
] using 
COPERT. (1) Emission predictions based on top-solutions of the validation data sets of (a) M60/CTM-basic, (b) 
M1/CTM-basic, (c) M25/CTM-vsl, and (d) M25/CTM-basic. Upper (2) and lower (3) bounds of emission 
predictions at a 95% confidence level based on error distributions obtained from the simulation of the top-
solutions on the validation data sets. 
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 allow examining not only the CTM-based emission predictions but also the 
interval of confidence in these emission predictions based on quantified uncertainties in the CTM 
calibration and validation model outputs, respectively. The difference between the upper (lower) 
bounds and the actual emission predictions are calculated in order to better understand the absolute 
uncertainty in emission predictions. Table 5 describes the distribution of the additive upper (lower) 
bounds with respect to the actual emission predictions. As a sensitivity analysis, Appendix B shows 
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the results based on three gridding criteria: [J,K] = [10,10], [15,15], and [20,20]. Here, results based 
on [J,K] = [15,15] are presented in details. The analysis shows that while the distribution of additive 
upper bounds on errors does not change significantly based on the these three gridding choices, the 
range can be higher for lower grid square values and reduces with an increased grid square value up 
to a point at which the range of additive upper bounds ceases to decrease. In the modelling scenarios 
of this paper, it was found that at [J,K] д [15,15], the range of additive upper bounds ceased to 
decrease. Nevertheless, as the choice of the grid squares increases, the number of points within each 
grid square decreases which can influence the estimation of the bivariate kernel density of each grid 
square. So a trade-off between data occupancy and accuracy needs to be considered. 
Based on estimated calibration errors, the mean additive upper bound for each modelling 
scenario is 1.9, 3.5, 4.5, and 5.0 grams produced in one kilometre space and one minute time while 
the mean additive lower bound is -8.8, -7.3, -3.8, and -4.4 grams. Based on estimated validation 
errors, however, the mean additive upper bound for each modelling scenario is 2.4, 4.5, 5.7, and 5.9 
grams produced in one kilometre space and one minute time while the additive lower bound is -9.7, -
7.9, -2.6, and -3.7 grams. This shows that the mean additive upper bounds based on estimated 
validation errors are consistently higher to those based on estimated calibration errors by a factor of 
1.25 on average while the additive lower bounds are not necessarily higher for all modelling 
scenarios. Such differences can be attributable directly to the different estimated validation errors in 
comparison to the calibration ones plus to the fact that the validation prediction data occupy a wider 
traffic density and speed region as a result of the increased number of simulations and data points. 
Nevertheless, given the nonlinearity of the emission factors used and the different error distributions 
associated with different density-speed points, the higher validation errors does not necessarily 
imply higher additive lower bounds but rather depends on the error distributions and the quantified 
uncertainty in CTM model outputs (or emission model inputs). 
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Table 5: summary statistics of additive upper (X0.975) and lower (X0.025) bounds distributions in comparison to 
actual NOx emission predictions (in grams produced in one kilometre space and one minute time) of 
calibration and validation data sets shown in  Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively 
Statistic M60/CTM-basic M1/CTM-basic M25/CTM-vsl M25/CTM-basic 資算岫持拍┸ 四拍岻 X0.975 に Ea X0.025 に Ea X0.975 に Ea X0.025 に Ea X0.975 に Ea X0.025 に Ea X0.975 に Ea X0.025 に Ea 
Min. -5.0 -23.1 -10.7 -19.2 1.2 -7.4 1.4 -9.1 
25
th
 Q -0.1 -11.9 1.8 -9.4 2.3 -4.7 3.8 -5.2 
Mean 1.9 -8.8 3.5 -7.3 4.5 -3.8 5.0 -4.4 
Median 1.1 -9.0 3.2 -6.9 4.9 -3.9 4.8 -4.2 
75
th
 Q 2.7 -5.6 5.0 -5.2 5.8 -3.1 6.4 -3.5 
Max.  17.9 0.9 19.7 0.5 8.5 0.1 10.5 -0.7 資士岫持拍┸ 四拍岻 X0.975 に Ea X0.025 に Ea X0.975 に Ea X0.025 に Ea X0.975 に Ea X0.025 に Ea X0.975 に Ea X0.025 に Ea 
Min. -6.2 -20.5 -16.5 -25.4 -0.6 -8.9 1.0 -10.6 
25
th
 Q 0.2 -12.4 2.1 -10.0 4.3 -4.0 4.7 -4.4 
Mean 2.4 -9.7 4.5 -7.9 5.7 -2.6 5.9 -3.7 
Median 2.4 -10.0 4.0 -7.2 5.7 -3.2 5.8 -3.7 
75
th
 Q 4.0 -7.1 6.4 -5.2 7.4 -1.7 7.0 -2.4 
Max.  21.1 0.9 23.3 2.1 13.4 8.9 12.1 2.2 
5. Conclusion 
This paper has developed a data-driven five-phase methodological framework to study the 
propagation of uncertainties in a well-developed and commonly used discretised first-order 
macroscopic traffic flow model, the Cell Transmission Model (CTM), to uncertainties in average 
speed-based emission predictions. The developed methodology allows quantifying uncertainty in 
CTM model outputs using an ensemble-based optimisation approach. The quantification allows 
errors in both calibrated and validated CTM model outputs to be estimated and separately 
propagated to average speed-based emission predictions using a grid-based Monte Carlo sampling 
approach. The developed methodology enables the calculation of confidence intervals in emission 
predictions and their visualisation across the entire feasible region of CTM model outputs. 
The operation of Variable Speed Limits (VSL) on road networks and the availability of VSL data 
have allowed examining both the basic CTM model formulation (CTM-basic) and the VSL-modified 
CTM model formulation (CTM-vsl). The ensemble-based optimisation of both CTM-vsl and CTM-basic 
on the same VSL-operated road network has shown that the CTM-vsl may not necessarily be 
appropriate to describe traffic behaviour for all time periods especially when VSL operation changes 
by time, loop detector, and by lane as it does for the selected road network. Nevertheless, the 
propagation of errors in the calibrated and validated CTM-vsl models to emission predictions are 
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similar to that of the CTM-basic models since the quantified uncertainties in both are similar for the 
same data set and road network. 
The use of multiple data sets and different road networks have allowed to thoroughly test the 
proposed methodology and ensure transferability of findings. Across all road networks, highest 
variability has been observed for the supply parameters of CTM models in comparison to the 
demand parameters. Estimated errors in CTM model outputs have been observed to be road 
network specific and thus the final estimated confidence intervals in emission predictions depend on 
the road network. Estimated errors of traffic density and traffic speed, however, for any road 
network are unsurprisingly higher for validated CTM models in comparison to calibrated CTM model. 
Nevertheless, the propagation of the higher errors of validated CTM models to emission predictions 
does not necessarily give larger confidence intervals with the same magnitude of calibrated CTM 
models; a result of nonlinearity of the used emission model. While the mean additive upper bounds 
have been seen to be systematically higher (i.e. for all three road networks) based on estimated 
validation errors by a factor of 1.25 in comparison to those based on estimated calibration errors, 
additive lower bounds are not necessarily higher for all road networks. 
This paper highlighted that the uncertainty captured in key components of CTM can be due to 
the lack of perfect representation of the CTM of the aggregate traffic behaviour such as the 
simplified fundamental diagram, steady-state speed-density relationship, and ignored influence of 
multiple vehicle classes, lane drops, and lane changing. However, captured uncertainty can also be 
due to uncertainties in input data and assumptions being made during the ensemble-based 
optimisation phase of the methodology. Particularly: 
 The data transformation required for the input data such as the use of weighted average 
traffic speed based on the measured time-mean traffic speed rather than space-mean traffic 
speed which is considered a limitation of most of current traffic measurement networks 
installed on roadways. Another data transformation is the interpolation of 1-minute input 
data (typical resolution of traffic measurement systems) in order to match the resolution of 
the CTM model. 
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 The optimisation problem almost always relies on data which is of lower spatial and temporal 
resolution to that of the CTM model outputs. Incomplete spatiotemporal information 
ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWS デﾗ デｴW ﾗヮデｷﾏｷゲ;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾉｪﾗヴｷデｴﾏ I;ﾐ ﾉW;S デﾗ ┌ﾐIWヴデ;ｷﾐデｷWゲ ;ヴﾗ┌ﾐS デｴW けｪﾉﾗH;ﾉげ ﾗヮデｷﾏ;ﾉ 
solution for the problem if one exists. 
 The significance level used for the statistical inference approach to selecting top-solutions 
has an influence on the captured variability in the parameter vector. While relaxing this 
assumption can reduce type-I error (rejecting a solution that should not be rejected) it can 
lead to increased type-II error (not rejecting a solution that should be rejected) and vice 
versa. 
Despite the above, the developed methodology of uncertainty propagation from the CTM to 
average speed-based emission predictions can still be applied given any variation to the assumptions 
being made whether model structure assumptions (e.g. the use of multi-class CTM or higher order 
traffic flow models), input data assumptions (e.g. use of higher traffic measurement spatiotemporal 
resolution), and/or top-solutions criteria selection (e.g. increasing/decreasing the chosen significance 
level). 
The lower resolution of measurements also implicates that error in the CTM-predicted traffic 
density and traffic speed is estimated based on spatiotemporal aggregate measurements rather than 
the resolution of the CTM-predictions themselves. While the captured error distributions can be 
either underestimated or overestimated, the developed methodology can still be applied with a 
higher spatiotemporal measurement resolution to improve upon the final confidence interval 
estimate of emission predictions. 
In this paper, the developed methodology has focussed on propagating uncertainty in the 
outputs of a macroscopic traffic flow model to average speed-based emission predictions. This is 
considered the foundation for better understanding the complex and nonlinear four-step modelling 
chain (or five-step modelling chain if traffic assignment models are integrated with traffic flow 
models) which typically ends with modelling human exposure to traffic-related air pollutants. 
Uncertainties in average speed-based emission predictions, however, are not only dependent on 
35 
traffic data input (or traffic flow model outputs) but also on other inputs (mainly vehicle proportions) 
and on emission factor functions nested within the emission model structure itself which also need 
to be taken into consideration if this work is to be extended to the next modelling step of the chain. 
For instance, average speed-based emission models such as COPERT are nonlinear functions 
parameterised by vehicle class, fuel type, and standard-specific without any consideration of 
individual driving behaviour. It is also noteworthy that average speed-based emission models, such 
as COPERT, were originally developed as functions of trip-based average speed rather than link-based 
average speed which is how they are commonly implemented. Lastly, average speed-based emission 
models can be limited in terms of their applicability to very high resolution spatial and temporal 
traffic data which is the case for discretised macroscopic traffic flow models. This indicates the 
complexity of studying errors and uncertainties in such a complex modelling chain; starting from the 
first modelling step is key to better understand the final outputs of the modelling chain. 
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